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Intercultural communication
expert set to address campus

Marcus Willerscheidt • editor-in-chief

On December 10 Dr. Milton Bennett
will be speaking on the topic of intercultural communication competency.
The administration has deemed this
event important enough to have a
convocation schedule so that everyone on campus can attend.
Dr. Bennett, co-founder of the Intercultural Development Research
Institute (IDRI), spoke with several
campus representatives last Wednesday the 28th concerning the topics of
his upcoming talk and the impact it
might have on Rose-Hulman. Dr. Luanne Tilstra led the discussion, asking what intercultural communication competency was and how it could
be implemented on engineering- and
science-based campuses such as
Rose-Hulman. Dr. Bennett explained
the important difference between
cross-cultural and intercultural in
the discussion. He went on to say that
national cultures were “dated” and
that the real point of his research was
to depart from study abroad tips and
generate meaningful communications in businesses and on campuses.
He also stressed the importance of intercultural sensitivity.
When asked about how his approach could help Rose-Hulman’s
diversity efforts, Dr. Bennett spoke

generally on the need for a climate
for multicultural respect. In addition,
Dr. Bennett said that recruitment
only creates the opportunity for contact with other cultures, but true intercultural communication requires
“not just representation, but healthy,
respectful interaction.” Furthermore,
he was adamant about the necessity
of “nexus” groups that would make
the exercise more than just an item
the campus would check off its diversity list.
This prompted him to discuss the
dichotomy of a dominant culture
creating a coordinated effort for intercultural communication, yet often
destroying the “value added” part of
diversity programs. Dr. Bennett went
further to say that there was much
rhetoric on deriving diversity but not
enough clearly defined action on deriving value from it. From there the
conversation hovered around the
idea of “third cultures,” or cultures
created between two cultures that incorporate aspects of both.
After answering these questions,
Dr. Bennett asked if the campus was
ready to enter a new 21st century
education system and where the support might be. These questions were
greeted with a mix of hope and interest in the new vocabulary and framework Dr. Bennett’s dialogue might

provide. Dr. Don Richards, a profes- cation, and although political issues
sor in the mechanical engineering de- are important, his focus was creating
partment, suggested this framework meaningful communication between
would “generate some interesting cultures to reap the greatest value out
debate” as opposed to the previous of their interactions.
dismissals surrounding the
topic. Kevin Lanke, Assistant Athletic Director and
sports contact, expressed
concern involving the increasing resistance correlated with age at Rose-Hulman saying that in general
the students and young faculty members would take
best to the discussion on
diversity. This was corroborated with nods around the
room, and Dr. Bennett used
the term “contextual agility” to say that those raised
in an intercultural context
would be better setup for
the change.
The shift from positivism
to
constructivism
briefly became the topic of
the interview, but it soon
switched to the role of political paradigms in the
discussion of intercultural
communication. Dr. Ben- Bennett directs the IDRI while serving as faculty
nett finished by saying that
member at the University of Milano-Bicocca.
the main point of his talk
idrinstitute.org
would be about communi-

night, followed by Ventures Vice
President Elizabeth Hagerman, who
introduced Horten to the audience.
Horten, a leading expert in the fight
against cancer, gave a brief overview
of oncological surgical pathology
and a short history of the treatment
of cancer. He then discussed recent
advancements in the budding field
of targeted therapy and drug use
over traditional chemotherapy and
surgery.
“His work in new cancer therapies

spans the range from basic scientific
research to commercial application,
and we felt his message was a good
fit for us,” Bill Kline, Dean of Innovation and Engagement said. “It really points to the need for the engineering, math, and science work we
do here at Rose-Hulman.
Krista Percopo, wife of late RoseHulman graduate and board member Michael Percopo, also attended
the lecture and is actually responsible for originally introducing Rose-

Horten presents targeted therapy to packed house

Jason Latimer • copy editor

events

Dr. Bruce Horten, anatomical pathologist and National Medical Director for the Integrated Oncology
Laboratory at LabCorp in New York,
spoke to students, faculty, and trustees at Hatfield Hall last Thursday
about advances in targeted cancer
treatment and therapy. The presentation was the first in a new lecture
series sponsored by Rose-Hulman.
President Rob Coons opened the

Run For Wishes 5K

Leadership Academy Speaker

Support Chi-Omega and Make-A-Wish
Foundation in a musical 5K!

Hear from professional leadership consultant Dr. Jason Winkle.

Cook Stadium, December 8, 10 a.m.

Holiday Concert

Listen to holiday favorites as performed
by the concert band and jazz bands.

Hatfield Hall, December 9, 2:30 p.m.

Kahn Rooms, December 11, 7 p.m.

“Data on Campus”
A presentation on what data can do for
you from several members of campus

December 13, 4:20 p.m.

Hulman to Horten . The lecture was
well-received and had a great turnout, with about 600 people total in
attendance.
“The lecture was a big success. It
is always hard to predict how many
people to expect to attend an event,
but we were pleased with attendance by students, faculty, staff, and
the community of Terre Haute,”
Kline said.
Continued on page 3
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News
Horten, from page 1
“We are aware that folks
from the Terre Haute medical community were also in
attendance.”
While Horten was in Terre
Haute, he was treated to
dinner at President Coons’
place, took campus tours,
spoke to faculty and students, did three news interviews, and spoke to Dr.
Richard Anthony’s Genetic
Engineering class before his
lecture Thursday. His invitation to speak is part of the
school’s new strategic plan to

bring in outside speakers to
campus that appeal to Rose
students.
“We want to inspire students and give them a vision
of their possible futures
and career tracks as well as
enlighten them to emerging
ideas in the fields of science, engineering and math,”
Kline said. “Horten’s message of new revolutionary
approaches to cancer treatment is exactly this kind of
inspiration.”
Kline encourages more

3

students to take advantage of
future speakers that will be
coming to Rose, noting that
it’s opportunities like these
that students benefit from
the most.
“I was in college a long
time ago and of course I
remember being in Calculus
class,” Kline said, “but some
of the experiences I most
vividly remember are attending lecture events like this
and hearing from leaders in
diverse fields of engineering,
science, and the humanities.”

In addition to addressing a crowd of campus and Terre Haute community members, Horten sat
down with faculty and students and spoke to Dr. Richard Anthony’s Genetic Engineering class.
Chris Minnick • Rose-Hulman News

Connecting to
student life
Claire Stark • staff writer
Pete Gustafson is the Vice President for
Student Affairs as well as Dean of Students.
Perhaps most well-known of the deans because of his connection to student’s daily
lives, he is in charge of the residence halls,
including the RA and SA programs as well
as the SRC and having a hand in various
student organizations. Gustafson was gracious enough to answer a few questions for
The Rose Thorn.
Rose Thorn: What are you currently
working on?
Pete Gustafson: Well we are currently
working on finishing up the budget for projects for next year. This is very important
as much of the improvements we do have
some form of student input. Another one
that was just finished was completion of
Lakeside Hall, a silver LEED building.
RT: Do you have any future projects you
can tell us about?
PG: The big one for next year is to improve cell phone reception in Lakeside as
well as in the rest of the residence halls.
Other smaller capital projects will be done
as well.
RT: What is the most rewarding part of
your job?
PG: The most rewarding part is seeing all
the great work the students do. It’s amazing to see what students can accomplish
when they have not only had a great learning environment but an outstanding living
environment. It is also amazing that we
have such quality students that we do not
have the same types of problems other universities have. I would be hard-pressed to
name another school where a student could

leave a laptop in the union lobby and come
back and it’s still there.
RT: What is the worst part of your job?
PG: The worst part would be that if a
student does break the rules that are related to non-academic misconduct, I am in
charge of punishment. That is something I
do not enjoy doing.
RT: Any last words?
PG: Students should become involved
on campus. There are so many different
groups and events that there is something
for everyone. By being involved students
will have a great experience at Rose.

News Briefs
Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

Runaway McAfee taken to Guatemalan hospital
After seeking asylum in Guatemala, software millionaire
John McAfee has been taken to a hospital in Guatemala
City after suffering what is believed to be a heart attack
while being held at a detention center. The inventor of
the popular anti-virus software has sought refuge from
the Belizean government since the shooting death of his
neighbor. Authorities in Belize claim McAfee was never
considered a suspect, but his lawyer, Telesforo Guerra,
said hiding was an act of necessity in this kind of situation. Guerra told the press, “Even though they say he is
not a suspect they were trying to capture him.”
Brazilian officers arrested for accepting bribes
“Operation Purification” came to fruition Tuesday as sixty-one police officers were arrested on charges of accepting payments of 2,500 reals ($1,200) for ignoring criminal activity in certain districts. State public safety officials
said that two more officers who are suspected of being involved are being sought. Authorities said Tuesday’s operation also led to the arrest of 11 drug-trafficking suspects.
The Brazilian government is ramping up on increasing
security and removing drug gangs in preparation for the
2014 World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympics.
Text messaging celebrates 20th anniversary

Gustafson currently serves as Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean of Students.
Student Affairs Office

This past Monday was the twentieth anniversary of the
first text message, sent by software engineer Neil Papworth to Vodafone director Richard Jarvis. It is appropriate for the season, as that first ever message was simply
“Merry Christmas.” Whether using a disposable flip phone
or feature-rich smartphone, texting is rampant among all
age groups and across the world, with six billion messages
sent daily in the United States alone. According to Portio
Research, 8.6 trillion text messages are sent each year.
Unfortunately for the text message business, the utility
of the service has gone down in the past few years, with
services like Apple’s iMessage and Facebook’s messaging
features cropping up.
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Entertainment
I
10
When nothing is true, everythings permitted
Boasting a deep story four games in the making, “AC3” soars
ssue

Derek Robinson • staff writer

Ubisoft set a high bar with
their first installment of the Assassin’s Creed series, and they’ve
always endeavored to improve
upon an already profound concept. At first glance, Altair’s tale
gave players a healthy dose of
something new, providing a
great mixture of swordplay and
stealthy assassinations with the
hidden blade, as well as a freerunning system that had players hooked for days. Even more
impressive than the innovative
gameplay was the mythos behind the series: ancient, powerful technology silently giving rise
to great figures in history. Ezio’s
trilogy delves even deeper into
both fields, making combat more
fluid, granting players a larger
variety of assassination possibilities, and further expanding the mythos through puzzles
and their rewards. In addition,
starting with “Assassin’s Creed
II,” Ubisoft allows players some
customization and item unlocks
that grant a greater sense of progression through the game. To
ice this particular cake, “Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood” introduces a very viable multiplayer
system, something players like
myself thought impossible. After
“Revelations,” we all knew the
series would be hard to improve,
while the craving for answers
and assassinations grew.
“Assassin’s Creed III” was in
development almost as soon
as “Assassin’s Creed II” was released, and Ubisoft Montreal
revamped much of the mechanics of the game. Free running
became much simpler and more
linear (although for some veterans like myself the simplicity
almost became more difficult),
and the combat system was
made even more fluid and gratifying. Ratonhnhaké:ton, better known by his British name,
Connor Kenway, is a protagonist
both more well-developed and
more accessible to many players.

For those who’ve grown tired of
the series’ penchant for excessive optional objectives, you’l be
glad to know this installment
provides an excellent balance.
No longer are there hundreds
of flags scattered across the cities with little to no reward for
their discovery. Instead, a much
more attainable number of collectibles exist in both the frontier
and the cities and are rewarded
with costumes and decorations
for the Homestead. A number of
optional tasks provide a few extra hours of gameplay and some
nice rewards without frustrating
those wishing to obtain the extra
achievements. The passage of
time and the changing of seasons provides a new mechanic as
deep snow hampers movement,
and a few new ways to hide add
extra flavor to the stealth system,
and these are all only the smaller
changes in gameplay.
Of course, there are much

more noticeable additions to the
game. Possibly the largest addition to the series is the surprisingly fun naval combat. For a
few storyline missions and more
than a few optional missions,
Connor must take to the Atlantic
as captain of the “Aquila.” The
naval combat mechanic is impressive and enjoyable, allowing
a surprisingly gratifying change
of pace from the swordplay and
stealth. While it may take some
getting used to, mastering the
high seas provides plenty of entertainment. Hunting provides
a relaxing interlude from the
storyline and an excellent way
to earn a few pounds (this is Colonial America, after all). Both
add great facets to the already
impressive storyline. Players experience an excellent tale with
a good balance of character development through plot twists
and despair situations, traveling
along with Connor as his path

shifts from a personal vendetta
to a mantle of responsibility.
Desmond also makes his fair
share of experiences, getting answers to all the questions fans
have been stockpiling and doing
some adventuring of his own.
Also, the multiplayer is back and
much the same as before, albeit
with a couple new game modes,
some altered abilities, and severely reduced character customization. It’s still very fun and
fluid, but it doesn’t hold quite the
same sense of advancement.
Of course, the game is by no
means perfect; in some ways
it almost seems rushed. The
free running system can have
some frustrating nuances, and
traveling on horseback is full of
mind-numbing bugs. Many of
these can go entirely unnoticed
throughout the game, and by no
means do they ruin the game.
Still, some of the more poorly
executed parts of the game defi-

thecontrolleronline.com
nitely detract from an otherwise
flawless experience. For me, it
was a quick game: I had gotten
all the achievements within two
weeks of purchasing the game.
I absolutely enjoyed the hours I
spent with the game, but the series has never been known for its
replay value, so I was more than
content to part with the game
once I’d had my fill. I’ll give this
installment a 4.5/5 simply because the experience was too
wonderful for a 4, but my frustration at the hands of the bugs
won’t allow me to give it a 5. Perhaps you can enjoy it as much or
more than I did.
Rating: 4.5/5 Elephants.

There’s nothing left for you to believe in
“Breaking Dawn” another poor excuse for teenage drama
Bethany Martin • staff writer
Stephanie Meyers’ “Twilight”
Saga is over, we can now move
on with our lives without being
bothered by a horrible love story written by a desperate woman, at least until the “50 Shades
of Grey” movie comes out.
That being said, they did the
best they could with the story
line they were handed. Most
of the one hundred and fifteen
minutes of the movie was exactly like the book; Edward and
Bella have sparkly vampire relations and a creepy baby that
grows at an exponential rate.
However, I must give the
people in charge of this movie
some credit, they did the ab-

solute best they could with
the material they were given.
The books were horribly anticlimactic and extremely slow,
and the movie was too, mostly.
While I expected the monotony, I did not expect there to be
a monstrous fight where a lot
of important characters died.
I sat there, stunned. Although
it turned out to be a vision of
the future, but it was the best
possible way they could have
ended the series.
It still sucked.
Rating: 0.5/5 Elephants

guardian.co.uk

Leisure
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Relaxation in real people at Rose

Julie Hopkins • staff writer
Relaxation. What does it
really look like? Is it really
the image of a person with
their eyes closed taking a
deep breath?
Down the halls and in the
classrooms, I’m sure I could
possibly be one of the most
intense people at RoseHulman. I like the aspect of
going for days without seeing much but the insides
of my textbooks along with
avoiding anything that will
distract me from the road
to great academic performance. However, in the past
two months I have received
more random advice about
learning how to enjoy life
and have fun than I ever
have.
I’m beginning to think
my academically passionate
behavior could be the influence of being avoidant of
fun in the first place. Why is
it so difficult for me to relax? Why is it difficult for
anyone to relax?
Is it that I am on the pursuit of happiness, or am I
just plain terrified? Or, is it
the belief that as long as I

am stressed out that I won’t
be tempted to slack off and
will therefore try harder?
If relaxing weren’t such
a difficult thing to do, people wouldn’t be investing in
anti-anxiety
medications,
taking yoga classes, or getting massages. With three
more weeks of school between now and Christmas
break, Rose students won’t
be dreaming of sugar plums
and snowflakes; they will
be recapping the exams and
equations in their heads.
In the pursuit of learning how to relax, I asked
a variety of people for advice on relaxation: what
they do and how they see a
completely relaxed person.
Since professors seem to
be a never-ending stream
of knowledge, I decided to
choose a professor and ask
him what he thinks about
this topic.
I chose my Analytical
Chemistry professor from
last quarter, Dr. Shearer,
because I could recall some
cute baby pictures on his
desktop. It seems like between a new baby and some
research projects that he

would be pretty stressed
out, but he’s not.
I asked him about sleep
and students and this is what
he had to say: “People who
aren’t stressed sleep. When
my daughter goes to bed, I
am about an hour behind
her.” As he is saying this, I’m
trying to remember the last
time I had more than four
hours of sleep.
Point taken. Being unable
to turn my mind off to sleep
was a big downfall of mine,
and Dr. Shearer had a good
experience of the mind-body
connection with relaxation.
He said “Having gone
through graduate school,
which is a very stressful time
in life, I can tell you, I didn’t
sleep very much. I would
wake up in cold sweats with
all crazy hare-brained ideas
about research. It was because my mind wasn’t turning off. When your mind is
constantly going you cannot
relax.” His tip for all of those
thinkers out there is to put
a notebook by your bed and
write the ideas down when
you wake up.
Students each have their
own way of relaxing. I tried

The other side of the desk
The missing output

Mark Minster • faculty writer
I was asked to say something about my spare time, as if I had any, as if time
could be spared. It’s my day job to teach, to read and write, and to endure
meetings, so I’m almost literally always at work, even at night. And now that
I have a year-and-a-half-old toddler who’s just learned the word “no,” not
to mention a dog who sulks if she doesn’t get half an hour of tennis ball, my
time is not my own. Moreover, since our bathroom doesn’t lock, my time is
really, really not my own.
Three weeks ago, my wife was out of town for a conference. Three days I
parented solo, one of the more heroic and Herculean things a human can
do. Or so I texted Candace, so that she’d come home with a present: a sixpack of what we have wisely stopped calling “daddy juice.” Each afternoon,
I picked up Judah from baby school, which most people call daycare, and we
went home for dinner and Duplos before the nighttime ritual of butt-change,
bath-time, book, and bed.
Everything went well all three days and for the first two nights. On the last
night before his mom came home, I had taken off Judah’s diaper and gotten
him into his birthday suit for the bath. I sang the bath-time song we sing—in
which I lie, “bath-time: every baby loves it!” Since it’s easier and safer to
bathe him from inside the tub, I got in first, but the water was too cool. From
the middle of the bathroom floor, Judah watched me turn on the faucet. He
looked suddenly serious as I added hot water.
Kids can look serious for a number of reasons: fearing the unknown, trying to comprehend a word or a gesture, etc. Chief among these reasons is
the excretion of waste. There on the floor under my surprised son, lay a toddler turd I’ll resist the urge to describe, permitting myself only the adjective
“lengthy.”
We went ahead with the bath. I said to myself, “I’ll clean it up after he goes
to bed.” The nighttime ritual is a train that gets easily derailed. One forgotten
book, one unsung song, a neglected nightlight, an unevicted cat, one diversion or dislocation and the whole rite crashes and erupts with all the CGI
excess of that train wreck in Super 8. So the poop needed to just sit there for
fifteen minutes. We left the bathtub, gingerly, and the rest of the deal went
well. We said goodnight to the moon and to the cow jumping over the moon,
goodnight kittens and goodnight mittens. He slept like, well, a baby, which is
to say not like any baby I’ve known, which is to say he slept well.
I tucked him in with his Marlon the monkey and a half-dozen pacifiers in
case he lost or chucked one, or five, in the night. And so, finally, I closed his
door and went to retrieve his lengthy deposition of turd.
A lengthy deposition of turd that was nowhere to be seen.
If, at this point, you remember that I mentioned a dog, you win a prize.
Sure enough, there she sat, in a corner of the bathroom, smacking her lips.
“How’d it go?” my wife texted later that night.
“Our dog can never lick our faces again,” I wrote back. “Ever ever
never.”

to ask a few upperclassmen
what they do to relax at Rose.
A junior, Marie Stettler, said
the objective “is to completely separate school from anything else. So, I find something where I can completely
forget about it. I take time to
do something separate and
move on for a while.”
Elaine Shaudt, a junior majoring in civil engineering,
uses music, singing and playing instruments to calm her.
She laughed when I asked
her about sleeping; her initial response was, “Oh, yeah,
not as much as I should.” Her
normal amount is 4-5 hours,
which she has been working
on lately with a time management technique called
“80:20.”
Being social has really
helped her mood and in
turn her stress relief. She
added this: “You could be in
your room working on one
homework problem and get
stressed out but walk out into
the lobby where everyone is
telling jokes and it puts it in
perspective. How much is
that one homework problem
worth? How much will it affect your life?”
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My last stop was to the counselor’s office in the union. I
figured it’s a place where any
student can learn about mental health and relaxation. Ashleigh Schulwitz is one of the
counselors at rose who sees
students for just these types
of things. I learned a multitude of techniques in just the
short span of time talking to
her.
She
encouraged
deep
breathing versus the shallow
breathing we do when we are
anxious. When I asked her
about touch and the power
of massage she notes that
everyone has different needs
and senses are important,
but relationships are good
too. Friends at rose can help
normalize the experience and
non-Rose friends can help
you do non-school related activities.
She spoke about the rules
of sleep hygiene, which one
can investigate on his own.
Ashleigh summarizes, “It’s
about finding what works for
you. Anxiety is a normal emotion, but if you find it is out of
control or causes distress that
may be something to talk to a
counselor about.”

Leisure of an oddity
Casey Langdale • staff writer
Like all rose students, I only have a very small amount of free time. For those of you
with mixed definitions those would be times I’m not at a club, event, or procrastinating homework. Typically I tend to spend this time playing video games, juggling tennis
balls, or looking up really, really dumb YouTube videos.
Eventually though, I get tired all these things and feel like kicking up my feet for some
good rest and relaxation. It’s times like these I feel like opening up a book and reading
for fun; I know it’s weird, but I just can’t help it.
It wasn’t until last year that I discover I am even weirder about this than most people
and that I am an oddity even by Rose standards. When I read, whether it be classic
literature, sci-fi, or fantasy I do it with my headphones on playing music very loudly.
Apparently, it’s hard for most people to focus while listening to music, so I wouldn’t
recommend this. What really takes the cake is that I like to do it while hanging half off
the top of my bed that’s six feet from the ground.
I am told that on about twenty or so separate occasions people came in and asked
how I could even read like that. Of course, I didn’t notice since I was so focused on finally having a good piece of literature. By the time I am tired enough to be reading a book
I am basically brain dead from a tough week of classes, which actually makes it easier
to read. I stop questioning
the story and just go with it,
picturing everything in my
mind as I go.
After reading enough
books, it’s easy; I can actually imagine the story taking place in my head with
higher detail and better
acting than any film or TV
show I have ever seen.
I have to admit though
the best thing about books
is that they can take up as
much time as desired. If I
run into a Saturday without any obligations, I will just sit in my bed from sunrise to
sunset.
Though this does give me some sense of guilt for wasting an entire day, I feel extremely satisfied at the same time knowing that I did only what I wanted to with my
life. On the other hand, if my week is completely full and already scheduled, aside from
the occasional ten minutes here and there, a book is the perfect thing to fill those short
times with; all you have to do is put a bookmark in when you are out of time and need
to go do something else. It is very difficult to get this flexibility with anything else.
In the end though, I just like to relax occasionally without other people and without
completely wasting my life. Books give me that opportunity, and to be perfectly honest
if I suddenly change my mind and want to go do something else because I enjoy it more,
all I have to do is close it. I have never missed out on an opportunity in life because I
was reading a book; if anything I have had more options of how to spend my time than
anything else.

”

I like to relax without completely
wasting my life.
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Deceptive, animated simplicity

Rosetta Reatherford • staff writer
WARNING: This article
will contain spoilers for many
shows. Read at your own risk.
A long-forgotten crown,
imbued with evil that causes
its wearer to slowly lose his
sanity, found shortly before
an unlimited nuclear holocaust. Even then, the man
raises a small child found in the
wreckage of civilization, writing her letters every day and
keeping an account so that one
day she can understand he’s
sorry for leaving her. Keeping
an account of earth before the
bombs fell, about a fiancée he
called “princess,” and a little
girl he only wants to give happiness to. Long after his sanity
has fled, he continues to search
for the girl and the princess,
even though he’s long-forgotten their importance.
You would expect such a
setup to be found in the pages
of some great novel or an ac-

claimed movie over which crit- adults struggle with on a day- seems to be more famed for
ics debate the forces of good and to-day basis.
its fans, comprised mostly of
evil. Instead, this is from a carAnother show that handles older men, than it is for the
toon. More specifically, a car- issues for both adults and actual show. Yet, “Friendtoon directed at children
ship is Magic” deals
about an orphaned boy
with life issues, not
and his adopted brother,
just issues that chilFinn and Jake. This is,
dren face. The simof course, the hit aniplicity and friendmated series “Adventure
ship
displayed
Time.” Yet, even during
throughout the sethe cheerful theme song,
ries draws watchers
the opening scene is a
of all ages in, again
picture of devastation,
and again.
broken remains of civiliOther shows that do
zation, and undetonated
well with a broad aunuclear warheads. The
dience include “Batwar is referred to and
man: The Animated
referenced throughout
Series,” “The Last Airthe show as the “great
bender,” and “ReguMushroom Wars” due
lar Show.” These are
to the mushroom clouds It’s hard to believe the tragedy behind this smile. shows that treat their
that the atomic bombs
cartoonnetwork.com audiences maturely.
made when dropped.
They don’t talk down
While a silly and simple show children (such as betrayal, to children or treat them in a
at heart, “Adventure Time” has bullies, and doing the greater way that makes them feel like
a very dark and mature under- good at a personal expense) children. The writers do not
current. Some issues it raises is “My Little Pony: Friend- sit down and ask themselves
are ones both children and ship is Magic.” The show what children would like, but

The other side of the desk

Thomas Adams • faculty writer
An acquaintance of mine recently said in
passing to me, “You’re a runner, and so…” I
cut him off in mid-sentence. “Yes, I run, but I
am not a runner,” I clarified.
I surprised myself with the quickness of
my retort, as well as how vehemently I apparently felt about not being a “runner.” It
got me thinking as to exactly what distinction
I was trying to make, and how that distinction might extend to other endeavors. That
is, what does it take to be a ___–er and not
simply one who ___s?
Though I have run several 10Ks, 15Ks, and
half marathons over the past few years, I usually finish squarely in the middle of the pack.
Yes, I run quite mediocrely. Not so with many
of my other –ers: engineer, yoga teacher, educator, guitarist, musician. (-ers, -ors, -ists and
–ians, I guess I should say.) In fact, I humbly
submit that I am pretty darn good at those
other –ers. And so at first I concluded that the
distinction had something to do with possessing a certain level of proficiency. My aptitude
in engineering, for example, must give me the
right to call myself an engineer and not someone who just engines from time to time.
But then I remembered that I began calling
myself “engineer” shortly after receiving my
bachelor’s degree, which, quite frankly, was
long before I was any good at it. In fact, it took
many years of practice and experience before
my engineering skills ranked above anything
other than [Stick out your tongue and make
body function noises. I’m not quite sure how
to spell that.]. Did I therefore err in calling
myself engineer back in the day? No. I was an
engineer alright, just not a very good one. The

difference between an ___–er and one who
___s must lie elsewhere.
Then I thought maybe the conferring of my
engineering degree triggered my calling myself an engineer. The official sanction of others must do it. Some kind of external validation, if you will.
Of course a counter example immediately
ensued. I thought of a book I read many years
ago entitled “The True Believer,” written by
Eric Hoffer. Though Hoffer had no formal
education at all, this book, as well as his other
writings, have found themselves standard
reading in sociology and political science.
Working the majority of his life as a longshoreman, he simultaneously became one of
the most influential thinkers of the 20th century. No official titles whatsoever, but he was
definitely an –er.
So if not competence or acknowledgement,
what is it that makes you an –er? Passion?
Dedication? Are you just born an –er?
Then it hit me. I don’t call myself a runner
because I don’t feel like a runner. It seems to
me that I approach running differently than a
true runner does, that real runners and I don’t
share a common perspective on the sport. Not
feeling the appropriate level of kinship with
the –ers, I therefore don’t identify myself as
one of them.
My assessment of my way-of-being poorly aligning with that of a so-called real runner may or may not be accurate, but that is
immaterial. My realization has shown me
that what makes you an –er boils down to
calling yourself an –er. That’s it. Anyone
can be a runner, a painter, a singer. They
need only (forgive the pun) say the word.
Of course you may object that this sets the
bar way too low for –er-ship and the world
must surely be a worse off with –ers of this
caliber running around. But, not being an –er
can have its advantages, too. Don Alder, the
2007 International Fingerstyle Guitar Champion, once told me that he does not consider
himself a guitarist. Rather, he considers himself an artist who uses the guitar as his medium. You may find such a distinction trivial,
but Don finds it liberating. Not being bound
to the guild of guitarists and its associated
conventions, Don has taken guitar to entirely
new places, and that has garnered him significant critical acclaim. In short, not being a guitarist has made him a tremendous guitarist.
Now if only my not being a runner
made me a better runner.

what everyone will. Yet, even
though the shows are in place
and treat everyone equally,
people who have never seen the
shows themselves talk down to
the shows. It’s an extraordinary
phenomenon to teenage or
adult fans of animated series.
There seems to be some correlation between cartoons and
bad kid’s shows that are only
for kids. Yet, these assumptions
can be wrong and frequently
are. Animation is just another
medium of storytelling. It can
tell as many good stories as it
can tell bad ones. The mindset that all cartoons are only
for kids is annoying, and really restricts someone from
a whole genre of stories,
trials, and sometimes tragedies. The deceptive, animated simplicity of the bright
colors and happy faces hide
real lessons that those adults
who choose to judge a cartoon by its animated status
could do to swallow.

The trouble with video games
Garrett Meyer • staff writer
I am bothered by my friends’ devotion to video games. I recognize that
brains do not turn to mush with the
press of a power button, and that character does not head south with the
creation of a digital one. I even enjoy
a good variety of video games. So what

”

surges on a whim. Movies combine
that power with pleasing our most
powerful sense to immerse us even
further. Video games complete their
dominance over us by granting the illusion of dominance over them. They
rally our wants (not needs) to control,
optimize, and win to commit us to the
reality that they present. To see this,
compare how quickly
you would quit watching a video of someone
else’s game of Angry
Birds to how sluggishly
you would stop playing
Angry Birds if a friend
tried to begin a meaningful conversation.
With their interactivity, video games offer hosts of guilty pleasures that stem
from reducing meaning. As engineers,
we delight in solving problems in their
fictitious worlds, even though they require no risk greater than a restart. As
stressed and restrained individuals,
we relish the smashing, crashing, and
killing they allow us to do--free from
consequences. As people, we like having fun relationships with other “people” in games, despite the fact that
they demand no real vulnerability.
These features smack of real needs,
but in removing all danger to maximize our good time, video games condition us to avoid the threat of actual
responsibility.
All entertainment demands that
we commit our time and attention.
But unlike books and movies, play-

Video games complete
their dominance over us
by granting the illusion of
dominance over them
right do I have to be vexed by a day
glued to a screen while a day camped
in a bookstore is on my bucket list?
Video games, like most forms of
entertainment, work by substituting
a more pleasant reality for our own.
Because of their simplicity or strategy,
factuality or fantasy, we give attention
to video games as a welcome release
from everyday drags and drear. There
is nothing wrong with wanting to be
entertained, but we err in calling it a
need. Though iPod apps, YouTube,
and the advertising industry might
deny it, the want to lose oneself in
another world is not as essential as
the need to know about our own. The
avoidance of boredom is not as important as the need for companionship or community. Pursuing these
human needs first and
acquired wants second
is the very act of living
well and inverting the
two is living poorly.
Chasing any hobby
too far can muddy the
distinction
between
wants and needs. Allowing sports, books,
or video games to separate you from health or human relationships are wrong in the exact same
way. Yet video games are particularly
adept at confusing us into gratifying
wants over satisfying needs.
All entertainment envelops us in an
artificial reality, granting emotional

”

unlike books and movies,...games requires us
to be responsible for our
own entertainment
ing video games holds us responsible for our own entertainment. We
must control our own delusion, and
owning our amusement makes us
reluctant to give it up—even in the
face of true needs to grow, labor, and
love our neighbor.
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Hot streak continues for men’s basketball
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Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor
Rose-Hulman took their
place atop the Heartland
Collegiate Athletic Conference standings after a pair
of league wins last week. A
63 – 52 win over Defiance
College on Saturday followed by a 70 – 52 victory
over Manchester University
pushed the Fightin’ Engineers to 6 – 1 overall and 2 –
0 in conference matchups.
Rose-Hulman, who received 19 votes in the
D3hoops.com Top 25 poll
this past week, edging out
conference foes Transylvania University by 11 votes,
leads Division III men’s basketball in scoring defense,
allowing an average of 46.8
points per game.
Junior Strickland led the
offensive effort with 45
points over the two games,
and the top-notch defense
held their opponents to 52
points each to claim the
W’s.
On Saturday, the Defiance
College Yellow Jackets travelled to Hulbert Arena to
open the conference season,
and the two teams remained
tight with six ties in the first

half alone, but hot shooting led the Engineers to an
11-point win by the end of
40 minutes.
The Engineers shot 54
percent from the field while
holding the Yellow Jackets

son-high 26 points, with
senior Brenton Balsbaugh
providing key support on a
near double-double performance, amassing 15 points
and nine rebounds.
Seniors Jon Gerken and

the men, who travelled to
Manchester, Indiana, for a
matchup against the Spartans who faced a devastating
99 – 48 loss against Hanover College last weekend.
The first half ended in

The Fightin’ Engineers are now atop the conference standings with two wins against HCAC
opponents this past week
Rose-Hulman Athletics
to 44 percent. Making four
out of seven from beyond
the arc and eight of 12 from
the charity stripe was the
difference; those two categories alone gave Rose-Hulman a 13 point margin over
Defiance.
Strickland scored a sea-

Austin Weatherford rounded out the effort with eight
points and six points, respectively. They each had
game-high marks as well:
Gerken grabbed ten rebounds, and Weatherford
added five assists.
An away game faced

a tie, each team with 25
points, but Rose-Hulman
jumped out to a quick lead
in the second half by simply putting up more shots,
chiefly 12 three-pointers, of
which seven fell through the
hoop for the Engineers.
Rose-Hulman shot 61 per-

cent from the field, compared to Manchester’s 53
percent, but the Engineers
also took nine more attempts in the second half,
pushing the lead to as many
as 19 points with just a few
minutes left in the contest.
Strickland led all scorers
with 19 points, with Weatherford following closely with
18 points and five assists;
the pair each had a gamehigh four steals, showing off
their active defense.
Balsbaugh added 12 points
and seven rebounds, and
Gerken scored seven points
and pulled down 10 rebounds.
The Fightin’ Engineers put
their 2 – 0 conference record
on the line this Saturday in
a game at Bluffton University, and another win could
help push the men closer
to the top 25. Bluffton has
yet to win a game in HCAC
play thus far this season and
stands at 2 – 4 overall.
Rose-Hulman will return to Hulbert Arena next
Wednesday with a nonconference matchup against
Millikin University who currently stands at 3 – 3 overall.

Diving into the
record books
Matt Dierksmeier • sports editor
In their first action since
Nov. 9th, the Rose-Hulman
swimming and diving team
faced a full schedule this
past weekend with some
competing at the DePauw
Invite, while others took
part in the Fightin’ Engineer
Diving Invitational.
At the annual diving competition on Friday and Saturday, two school records
were broken on the way to
three first place finishes.
Scoring 366.35 points in
the three-meter dive, senior Nicole Richardson won
the event and smashed
the school record, which
she previously set in 2011.
Freshman Regen Foote,
with 343.55 points, took
home second place.
Foote would also rewrite
the records books with her
341.85 point performance
in the one-meter dive, earning her second in the event.
Richardson would finish
fourth.
On the men’s side, freshman Sam Gould earned first
in both the one- and threemeter dives with scores
of 369.20 and 344.20, respectively. Freshman Josh
Maurer helped the Fightin’
Engineers to earn the onetwo sweep in both events

with a score of 343.70 in the
one-meter and 277.95 in the
three-meter dive.
In other weekend action,
the Rose-Hulman men’s
swimming team finished
second at the DePauw Invitational. Among the schools
participating were Wittenberg University, Rhodes
College, Transylvania University, among others.
Senior Matt Ross captured
the 200-butterfly event on
Friday and then backed up
his performance with a win
in the 400-individual medley on Saturday. On his way
to winning the 1,650-freestyle event, freshman Matthew King broke the school
record by over 20 seconds.
Capturing yet another
school record were senior
John Huster, junior Andrew
Podgorski,
senior
Matt Ross, and freshman
Orion Martion in the 400yard medley relay. Huster
also finished second in the
100-backstroke and third in
the 100-butterfly.
On the women’s side,
sophomore Celeste Kline
would break a record of her
own as she finished second
in the 200-yard butterfly.
The Rose-Hulman squad
will next compete in the
Washington University Invitational on Jan. 11-12.
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To get you to pay attention to it, of course. Feel like writing for the
Flipside? We always love to see new students or faculty (wink wink,
nudge nudge) bring fantastic content to the page, so email thornflipside@rose-hulman.edu if you’re interested in writing, drawing, or
making jokes for the Flipside!

Why would they put this on it’s
side? It’s so hard to read!

prof
quotes

“I’m a wikipedia
junkie, if I could mainline wikipedia... (needle-push motion).”
–Dr. House. I guess
you could say he’s
bringing new meaning to the phrase “high
on knowledge.”

Also, don’t forget to send in those Wacky prof quotes for your chance
to win a $25 Visa gift card at the end of the quarter!

W

acky

“Yeah, that is nice,
that sexy material
right there.”
–Dr. White. Other
common terms used
to describe materials
include: rigid, curvy,
flexible, and robust.
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“I’ve got all this positive charge! Where
are all those cute electrons ?!”
–Dr. Simoni. There
are just way too many
quotes of a sexual nature with regard to
inanimate objects today...

“Hey everybody, are
shoes clothes?”
–Dr. Mr. Holder.
This sounds like a silly
question until you seriously start considering shooting for the
minimum legal clothing requirement.

Rose professors
say crazy things.
E-mail them to the
Flipside at thornflipside@rosehulman.edu for a
chance to win a 25$
Visa gift card!

News shorts
Gastroenteritis
through campus.

outbreak

explodes

Students were struck this week with an
outbreak of gastronenteritis. The disease
is well known as a “two-fer” sickness, a
name given for the unfortunate concurrent
forward and rear symptoms.
Like any disease, once you get
it you don’t have to worry
about it, so make sure to not
cover your mouth when you
cough and rub your notrecently-washed-aftergoing-to-the-bathroom
(a.k.a “two-fer” hands)
on other peoples’ faces.
Since social interaction
is typically pretty low
on campus, Health Services expects the backfire from this disease to
be limited.

the party unaccompanied and began to
strike other students and breaking fragile
objects. Only a few students were injured
in the encounter. Most students managed
to escape from the path of platypus as it
rampaged through what is being called the
danger zone.
Brave student stays up all
the way past midnight to
finish homework.

Johnny McDork, sophomore mechanical engineer, had to stay up until 2
a.m. on Tuesday morning
in order to finish the assignment he had put off
since last Tuesday. McDork explained, “Yeah
man, this school just
tries to screw you over
sometimes. Who gives
Artist’s interpretation of the of the “News shorts.” an assignment that
Sierratradingpost.com
Belligerant student
takes almost 4 hours
turns out to be duckto finish!? Anyway, I
billed platypus.
had to stay up super
late to finish it all, and like the hero I am,
Police arrested what they thought to be a I did it. I then proceeded to tell everyone I
Rose-Hulman student at I-Felta-Thi frater- knew how late I had to stay up.” The entire
nity’s annual “Brute Bash” party last Satur- student body promplty reminded McDork
day evening. The student, who later admit- (in unison!) that nobody cares.
ted to being a duck-billed platypus, entered

Fun fact of the week
Did you know that there are other sections of the paper beside the Flipside?
No?
You’re probably not alone...

Ethan Hixon • comictitian

Try flipping the paper over to see the News section. Other sections inside the paper include Entertainment, Sports, Opinions, and... umm.
Shoot. I can’t remember the last one. It has to do with life and death,
or something. Anyway, rumor has that these sections have some pretty
good stuff on them. Living! It’s the living section! So take a few minutes
to look at some of these other fantastic sections of the “Thorn.”

This is the Flipside disclaimer. Any unattributed content has been written by Sean Gorsky. Jealous that your name isn’t in the paper? You should be. But consider this, your name or some hilarious pseudonym could be plastered all over this page (think of the bragging rights!) if you could just skip an
hour of D&D or Magic a week. It’s really easy, actually. Just think of something that irritates you (hipsters, for instance), and poke fun at them in an extremely hyperbolic and gratuitous nature, then send it to me for extremely harsh judgement. I’m kidding, of course. I have practically no standards.

